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ABSTRACT

An electrical circuit for providing an output signal
having a mathematical operation relationship to an
input signal, said operation being either that of semi
integration or semi-differentiation, said circuit includ
ing an electrical transmission line. The practical cir
cuit for the transmission line comprises a simulated,
lumped-constant line made up of a number of series
resistance and shunt capacitance elements or series
inductance and shunt resistance units. The preferred
circuit for effecting semi-integration or semi
differentiation comprises an operational amplifier hav
ing a transmission line either in the feedback or in the
input. This feedback or input element may take the
form of a long (theoretically infinite) transmission
line, e.g. a coaxial cable or a lumped constant network
of suitably chosen resistance and reactance elements,
For electroanalytical measurements the semi
integrating circuit is connected to electrodes posi
tioned in the solution to be measured. Provision is
made for applying two predetermined DC voltage lev
els to the electrodes with the operational amplifier
semi-integrating the current flowing between elec
trodes.

10 Claims, 10 Drawing Figures
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1
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
ELECTROANALYSIS

This invention relates to a method and electrical ap
paratus for performing a mathematical operation and
more particularly to an electroanalytical method and
apparatus incorporating an electrical circuit for carry
ing out the mathematical operation of semi-integration
useful in electrochemical measurement and analysis.
The mathematical concepts of semi-integration and
semi-differentiation are known but have not been stud
ied or examined in any great detail nor have they been
applied in any practical or purposeful way. These oper
ations may be considered to lie intermediate between
the multiplication (linear scaling) operation and the in
tegration or differentiation operations. The operator
symbols for semi-integration and semi-differentiation
with respect to time are usually written for the function
f(t) as:
d-1/dt-1/f(t) AND d-11°/dt-lif(t)

be analysed are of the class known as 'electroactive
and include numerous metallic ions (e.g. lead, cad
mium, mercury), dissolved oxygen, and many organic
compounds. It is usually desired to measure concentra
tions in millimole region, i.e., a few parts per billion.
An important measurement at the present time is that
of dissolved oxygen in water for water resource and
pollution studies. All existing electroanalytical methods
have certain common features. The solution to be ana
O lyzed is placed in an electrochemical cell along with
two or three electrodes, the crucial one of which is
termed the working electrode. An electrical signal is
applied to the cell and the response is measured as a
function of time. The form of applied signal and the
15 way in which the response is measured vary from
method to method but the most common is to apply a
precisely known voltage signal waveform and to mea
sure the current flowing in the working electrode. The
current versus time curve (or occasionally the curve
versus time of the integral of the current) is recorded
and from some feature (a maximum, an inflection, or

(1)

one of these operations being in most respect the in
verse of the other.
Electrically, differentiation and integration may be
achieved by circuits using configurations of resistance
and capacitance and also resistance and inductance al
though the latter is normally not too practical. Circuits
for semi-integration and semi-differentiation are not
known or in any practical use.
Operational amplifiers are well known and in wide
spread use for various purposes including use as a sca
ler (resistance feedback), as an integrator (capacitance
feedback), and a differentiator (resistance feedback
with capacitance in the input). Considering first a sca
ler with feedback resistance R, an output voltage V(t)
is obtained from an input current i (t) as follows:

2

a plateau) of the curve, the concentration of electroac
With all existing electroanalytical methods it is essen
tial that the signal applied to the working electrode

tive substance is calculated.
25

have a precisely-known form in order that the relation

ship between the concentration and the current time
curve be predetermined. Because voltages can be ap
plied only to the overall cell and not to the working
30 electrode itself, this imposes a restriction on the cell re
sistance which therefore must be kept low. This in turn
means that salts must be added to the solution to be an
alyzed to improve its conductivity, Analyses in situ
such as in a flowing river are thereby precluded. An
35 other drawback to present methods is the complexity
of the apparatus involved. This arises in part from the
need to apply precise voltage signals and in part from
V(t) = Ri(t)
the need to display the current-time curve in two di
mensions.
(2)
40 It is an object of the present invention to provide an
For an integration with feedback capacitance C, the electrical circuit that will generate an output signal re
lated to the semi-integral or the semi-derivative of the
voltage output is
input signal.
It is another object of the invention to provide an
l
l d' i ( t )
o
electroanalytical method and apparatus for detection
C dt

and measurement of certain substances dissolved in a

O

liquid.
It is another object of the invention to provide an
For semi-integration the outputs voltage function 50 electroanalytical method and apparatus incorporating
circuit.
would lie intermediate between equations (2) and (1) a semi-integration
It is another object of the invention to provide an
and is given by the following:
electroanalytical method and apparatus involving elec
trodes in the solution to be measured in which the
(4) 55 measurement largely is independent of the form of the
R and C being feedback elements to be explained later. voltage signal applied to the measuring apparatus.
It is another object of the invention to provide an
Semi-differentiation is accomplished by inverting
electrochemical analysis apparatus wherein the resis
equation (4) thus:
tance between electrodes is largely irrelevant and solu
60 tions without added salts may be readily analyzed.
These and other objects of the invention are achieved
by an electrical circuit for providing an output signal
There are in existence at the present time several having a mathematical operation relationship to an
electroanalytical methods for detecting the presence input signal, said operation being either that of semi
or semi-differentiation, said circuit includ
and measuring the concentrations of certain chemical integration
ing an electrical transmission line. The practical circuit
substances dissolved in liquids, the best known al for
this comprises a simulated, lumped-constant line
though not always the most efficient being polarogra
phy. The substances which are detectable and able to made up of a number of series resistance and shunt ca
(3)
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yacitance elements or series inductance and shunt re

long section of non-inductive coaxial cable, for exam
ple, would operate giving the necessary solution to the
semi-integration operation i.e., as given by equation
(4) above. The ratio R/C of the equation is the ratio of
the resistance to the capacitance of the transmission

istance elements.

The preferred circuit for effecting semi-integration
or semi-differentiation comprises an operational ampli
ier having a transmission line either in the feedback or
in the input. The feedback or input element may take
he form of a long (theoretically infinite) transmission
ine, e.g. a coaxial cable or more practically a simulated

ransmission line formed of a lumped constant network
or suitably chosen resistance and reactance elements.
For electroanalytical measurements the semi
integrating circuit is connected to electrodes posi
ioned in the solution to be measured. Provision is
made for applying two predetermined DC voltage lev
als to the electrodes with the operational amplifier
semi-integrating the current flowing between elec
rodes.

In drawings which illustrate embodiments of the in
FIG. 1 is a simple circuit for semi-integration,
FIG. 2 is a simple circuit for semi-differentiation,
FIG, 3 is an operational amplifier semi-integrating

vention,

circuit with transmission line feedback.

FIG. 3A is an operational amplifier semi
differentiating circuit with transmission line in input,
FIG. 4 is the same as FIG. 3 but with an R-C network

feedback impedance,
FIG. 5 is an electroanalytical apparatus incorporating
a semi-integration readout circuit,
FIG. 6 is a lumped constant repeatable section for the
impedance feedback of the amplifier,
FIG. 7 is a suitable R-C network,
FIG. 8 is a suitable L-R network, and

4

tributed resistance and capacitive components. A very

line. For semi-differentiation the input resistor R and

the transmission line are reversed as shown in FIG. 3A.

It should be pointed out that resistance R is not needed
in the circuit if an input current is to be semi
integrated.
It will be realized of course that a long transmission
line is impractical for reasonable working circuits. FIG.
4 shows a circuit with lumped constant R-C elements
15 and it has been found that if a network of only a few
sections say 6 or 7 or more are used then the mathe
matical operation to good precision is achieved for a
useable time interval.
FIG. 5 shows the basic electroanalytical apparatus
20 for detection and measurement purposes. A working
electrode 11 and a second (counter) electrode 12 are
positioned in a suitable sample cell 13 containing the
liquid to be analysed. This cell is not necessary and in
fact the apparatus could be used to test flowing liquids
25 in situ e.g. dissolved oxygen or contaminants in lakes
and streams. The electrodes may be standard in struc
ture with a working electrode of mercury being pre
ferred because of its easy renewability. Other types
such as platinum and carbon may be used. DC voltage
30 sources 14 and 15 provide a voltage E plus a voltage
step AE and this is applied to the electrodes causing a
current i(t) to flow in the electrodes. An operational

10

amplifier 16 with transmission line feedback (R, C),

FIG. 9 is a graph comparing current versus time
curve output with a semi-integrated current versus time
curve output.
Referring to FIG. 1 a simple circuit for semi
integration has a resistor Ro, in series with the input of
a transmission line with the output taken across the
transmission line. For semi-differentiation the resistor
Ro and the voltage V(t) and the output voltages V(t)
or V(t) are related by either
V(t) = 1/Ro v R/C di/dti V (t)
(6)

35

semi-integrates this current and provides the semi
integrated output to a suitable meter or recorder, e.g.
voltmeter 17. It is necessary to provide a voltage excur
sion from one predetermined level to another and this
is the reason for the AE source 15. It is, however, not
necessary to know precisely the form of this voltage

40 function other than the two levels E and E + AE.

45

Analysis by this technique may be for a species which
is reducible or oxidizable. For example an oxidizable
species, denoted by Rd, may be present in solution, e.g.
an aqueous solution at a concentration (Rd) of order
10 to 10 mole cm. The electrooxidation reaction
Rd - O -- ne.

V(t) = Ro V C/R dieldti V(t)
(7)

so that the current is proportional to the semi 50
derivative of the voltage and the voltage is proportional
to the semi-integral of the current. The circuit configu
ration of FIGS. 1 and 2 take advantage of this relation
ship to provide the desired operations. In the above for
mulas R and C denote the total resistance and capaci 55
tance of the transmission line. For a lumped-constant
line this is the total resistance and capacitance up to
any node in the network. It should be pointed out that
the value of R has to be properly chosen to make these
circuits operate in this manner. For the first circuit the
impedance of R should be large compared to that of
the transmission line and in FIG. 2 it should be small.
Referring to FIG.3 an operational amplifier that will
provide the mathematical operation of semi-integration
is made up of the standard high gain amplifier 10 with
input resistance R1 and a feedback connection that is
in essence the input to a transmission line. The trans
mission line is theoretically infinite and made up of dis

(8)

occurs at a working electrode (WE) which is immersed
in the solution to be analysed along with another elec
trode which serves the joint function of counter and
reference electrode. Typically the area (A) of the
working electrode is of order 10 to 10 cm. The
above reaction does not occur significantly when the
working electrode has a potential E versus the second

electrode but occurs so rapidly when the cell potential
is charged to E - AE that the concentration of Rd at the
surface of the electrode is soon reduced virtually to
zero. Electrochemical theory shows AE may be as small

as 0.24/n volts if the oxidation is reversible and about

twice this value for an irreversible process.
Prior to the analysis period the working electrode is
maintained at potential E so that the electrooxidation
does not occur and Rd is uniformly distributed through
out the solution. At time t = O the applied potential is
switched to E - AE. The time-dependent faradaic cur
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rent i(t) which flows in response to this change in ap

plied potential is an extremely complicated function
and depends not only on AE and concentrations Rd)

but also on the cell resistance p and the kinetics of the

electrode reaction. For this reason direct measurement

of current i(t) under these circumstances has little ana
lytical value.
It has been found and can be shown that the semi

integral of the current defined by
m(t) = di/dtl'i(t)
soon becomes equal to a constant given by
m = nAFRd

VD

where A is the effective area of the electrode F is Fara

day's constant ( 10 coulomb equiv) and D is the dif
fusion coefficient of Rd (typical value: approximately
10 cm sec). The important point to be stressed is
that the constant m is independent of the kinetics of the
reaction and is unaffected by AE or p. It is, however,
as the formula shows directly proportional to Rd), the
concentration of the species for which analysis is re
quired. The semi-integral m(t) becomes equal to the
constant m as soon as the concentration of Ra at the

electrode surface becomes effectively zero and this

6
6 Because the potential never exceeds E - AE, there
can be no interference from species which oxidize at
more positive potentials. Interference from species
which oxidize at potentials less than E will be minimal
because such species will have become exhausted in
the vicinity of the electrode on account of the pro
longed prepolarization at potential E.
7. As will all electroanalytical techniques, double layer charging is an interference which becomes in
10 creasingly troublesome as concentration Rd de
creases. With the present technique, however, since the
semi-integral of the nonfaradaic current declines con
tinuously, the interference can be diminished by in
creasing the analysis time. In any case, several simple
15 methods exists for correcting for this interference.
8. The sought concentration is proportional to a sin
gle measured quantity, no graphical display being
needed. Oscilloscopes, stripchart or X-Y recorders are
therefore unnecessary, a simple meter or digital device
20 sufficing. Direct reading in concentration units is possi
ble.
Referring to FIG. 6, a lumped constant method of
providing a simulated transmission line section is illus
trated. Block 19 denotes an initiating element (a group
25 of atypical circuit components designed to give a good
"match' at short times) and block 20 a transmission

takes a time of the order

D (nAFCp (AE)
which depends on both AE1 and p. Giving the former
the value of 0.4 volts and the other constants their typi
cal values, it is found that the scni-integral becomes

30

constant within one second even for a cell resistance of

40,000 ohms. For the much lower resistance usually

encountered in electrolyte solutions, m (t) becomes
constant almost instantaneously.

line termination. Referring to equation (4) given
above, it is the ratio R/C that provides the semi
integration constant. This may be achieved by a num
ber (m) of T-sections made up of resistors and capaci
tors having the values R/2m and C/m.
FIG. 7 shows a specific network using resistors R and
capacitors C. In apparatus built and tested typical val
ues for these (in megohms and microfarad) were as fol

35 lows:

This leads to a generally simple to perform, practical

measuring technique. Other advantages of the method

J

include:

Values of E and AE are not crucial. The values

need not be accurately known, nor need they be partic
ularly constant. Hence no precision voltage sources are
needed.
2 Unlike some other electroanalytical techniques, the
way in which the applied potential changes from E to
E + AE is not critical, not needing to be a step function
with a sharp risetime. The closure of an ordinary switch
is quite adequate. Indeed it is possible for the voltage
to rise quite gradually from E to E + AE as by a ramp
signal or by using a capacitor to make the final applied
potential approach E - AE asympotically

40

45

lytical requirement of excess supporting electrolyte
may be dispensed with.
4. Two electrodes only are needed, rather than the
three which are nowadays used in most electroana
lytical techniques. On the hand, the present method
may be adapted to three electrode practice with benefi
cial results as regards precision and tolerance to cell re
sistance.
5. The analysis period may occupy a small fraction of
a second and will then perturb only the region immedi
ately adjacent to the working electrode. Hence convec
tion currents cause only limited interference, permit
ting use in flowing systems.

C

.0499
100
10
12
182
267
392
562
825

000
100
.00
150
220
330
480
680
100

R = 4.29

50

3. Cell resistances of the order of tens of thousands

of ohms can be tolerated. Such resistance magnitudes
are associated with electrolyte concentrations in the
O' to 10 N range, so that the normal electroana

2
3
4.
5
6
7
8
9

R

55

60

These values are not extremely critical and were
chosen generally to minimize the number of compo
nents required and to make the value VXRTSC as
close as possible to predetermined value in this specific

example. XR and XC denote total resistance and capac
itance to any node in the network, the individual R and
C, values being so selected that the ratio XR/XC is al

most constant (apart from the first few and the last few
nodes). It has been found that good results are obtained
with only a few sections, in this case nine. Rather than
use identical components in each section, as FIG. 6 it
is more economical to use gradually increasing values
as tabulated here.

65

It is also possible to use an LR network and a typical
arrangement is shown in FIG. 8. As explained above
the LR network would semi-differentiate if used in the
feedback loop of an operational amplifier; for use as a
Semi-integrator, the LR network is placed in the input
to the operational amplifier. The equivalent equation

3,868,578
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3. An electrical circuit for providing an output signal
having a mathematical operation relationship to an
input signal, said operation being semi-differentiation,
comprising a long transmission line section and an op
erational amplifier in series, the input being applied
across the input to the transmission line and the input
to the amplifier and the output taken from the output
of the operational amplifier, said operational amplifier
having a feedback path from output to input including

7

o that of equation (4) becomes when the number of
he sections j approaches infinity:
V = V RL di?dtri(t)
(11)

The voltage and current at the terminals of the work
shown in FIG. 8 are interrelated by
V= VXEL/SG d112/dt 12 i

10 a resistance element.

4. An electrical circuit as in claim 3 wherein the elec
und

i = VSG/XL d-112/dt 112 V

15

termined.

(13)

5. An electrical circuit for providing a semi
integration operation output according to the following
equation

so that in this case it is the voltage that is proportional
o the semi-derivative of current and current that is

broportional to the semi-integral of voltage. Here XL
ienotes the total inductance up to a particular node

20

and XG is the total conductance i.e.

XG

25

where V is the output voltage of the circuit, i(t), is the
input current, the ratio R/C being a predetermined and
preset constant, comprising a high gain amplifier hav
ing a feedback path connected to the input of a simu
lated transmission line network made up of a number
of series resistance and shunt capacitance elements, the

30

that of the summed effective value of the capacitances
being such as to approximate the ratio R/C of the said
equation.

X. 1/R.

For best operation it is preferable to keep the ratio
SL/XG close to a constant in the mid section of the net

work. In practice it is likely that an LR network would
be more costly and inconvenient than a RC one.
A graph comparing results obtained from electroana
lytical apparatus where the working electrode current
i(t) has been recorded (a) unchanged (curve A in am
peres) and (b) semi-integrated (curve B in amplombs)
shown in FIG. 9. The amplomb is the name given to the
unit intermediate between the ampere and the cou

lomb; amplomb E ampere second' E coulomb
second. It will be seen that the full current curve
contains a preliminary peak followed by a falling off
making this curve hard to interpret and evaluate. The
semi-integration curve rises to a steady-state value after
only a very few seconds and this level can be used to

ratio of the summed effective value of the resistance to

6. An electrical semi-integration circuit as in claim 5
wherein the number of elements is three or more.
35

40

'semi-integral electroanalysis' should have wide appli
cation in concentration studies. The detection and

field and would therefore lend itself to the pressing
need for more extensive pollution data.

45

comprising a resistance element and an operational
amplifier in series, the input being applied across the
said resistance element and the operational amplifier
input, the output being taken across the output of the
operational amplifier, the said operational amplifier
having a feedback path from output to input connected

cffective value of the resistance to that of the summed

8. An electrical semi-differentiation circuit as in

50 claim 7 wherein the number of elements is three or
Ore.

55

9. An electrical circuit for providing an output signal
having a mathematical operation relationship to an
input signal, said operation being semi-integration,
comprising an electrical transmission line and a resis
tance element with the input to the electrical transmis
sion line connected in series with the said resistance el

ement, the input of the circuit being applied across the
60

to the input of a long transmission line section.

2. An electrical circuit as in claim 1 wherein the elec

trical transmission line is a simulated lumped-constant

line made up of a number of series resistanace and
shunt capacitance elements of preset values with the
ratio of resistance to capacitance in each element being
predetermined.

where V is the output voltage of the circuit, i(t) is the
input current, and the ratio CIR being a predetermined
and preset constant, comprising a high gain amplifier
having a resistance feedback path and having its input
in series with the input of a simulated transmission line
network made up of a number of series resistance and
shunt capacitance elements, the ratio of the summed
effective value of the capacitances being such as to ap
proximate the ratio C/R of the said equation.

What is claimed:

1. An electrical circuit for providing an output signal
having a mathematical operation relationship to an
input signal, said operation being semi-integration,

7. An electrical circuit for providing a semi
differentiation operation output according to the fol
lowing equation

v = WC/R dire/drl/?ict)

determine concentration levels. It is expected that the
above measurement method which might be called

measurement of dissolved oxygen in water, and sub
stances such as mercury, cadmium, lead in liquids
come readily in mind. The apparatus is generally simple
and easy to operate not only in the laboratory but in the

trical transmission line is a simulated lumped-constant
line made up of a number of series resistance and shunt
capacitance elements of preset values with the ratio of
resistance to capacitance in each element being prede

65

series resistance element and transmission line and the

output being taken across the input to the transmission
line and wherein the electrical transmission line is a
simulated lumped-constant line made up of a number
of series resistance and shunt capacitance elements of
preset values with the ratio of resistance to capacitance
in each element being predetermined.
10. An electrical circuit for providing an output sig
nal having a mathematical operation relationship to an

3,868,578
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10

wherein the electrical transmission line is simulated

input signal, said operation being semi-differentiation
comprising an electrical transmission line and a resis
tance element with the input to the electrical transmis

lumped-constant line made up of a number of series re
sistance and shunt capacitance elements of present val
ues with the ratio of resistance to capacitance in each
element being predetermined.

sion line connected in series with the said resistance el

ement, the input of the circuit being applied across the
output being taken across the resistance element and
series resistance element and transmission line and the
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